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Abstract: Power Line Communication (PLC) is a technology which transforms the power line into pathways for the conveyance of broadband data. It has the advantage for it can avoid new installation since the current installation used for electrical power can also be used for data transmission. However, this power line channel presents a harsh environment for data transmission owning to the challenges of impulsive noise, high attenuation, selective fading and etc. In this paper to provide special structure to signal in frequency domain we have applied interleaving of signal in time domain. Based on the special structure, IN support is determined by using compound signal classification (CSC) and its amplitude is estimated by Least Squares (LS) method in frequency domain, exploiting the noise information on null subcarriers in Discrete Multitone Transform (DMT) system.

I. INTRODUCTION:
The demand for broadband in education, health, entertainment, gaming, advertising, business and home networking has increased tremendously over the years. A broadband access network includes wired line, wireless and satellite. In wired line network, new installation of cables such as coaxial, UTP Cat-5, UTP Cat-6 and optic fiber are required and devices are plugged directly into a modem or router for broadband access, this is referred to as wired LAN. The ever increasing demand for broadband leads to the consideration of transmitting broadband data on power line network. Power line communications (PLC) have become an attractive communication solution for smart grid and other applications due to their advantages of high penetration and low deployment costs over other communication technologies [1–3]. The applications of PLC, however, are limited by some unfavorable factors, among which the impulsive noise (IN) is the major factor that influences the data transmission over power grid. Asynchronous impulsive noise is primarily caused by switching transients of electrical appliances and characterized by short duration and high power impulses with random arrivals. Periodic impulsive noise typically arises from switching mode power supplies and contains longer bursts of interference spikes that occur periodically with half the main cycle of grid. Power Line Communication (PLC) is a technology saddled with the responsibility of transforming the standard electric power network into a communication pathway. Hence narrowband/broadband information can be transmitted over its entire length to every device in use on the grid/network and to every user outlet(Yousuf, Rizvi, Arabia, & El-shafei, 2007). It is the technology implementing the existing house wiring to provide broadband internet access. Thus, high-speed internet access points are achieved of every electrical outlet in the house. New cable installation is therefore not necessary. PLC can assume two types of architecture; narrowband and broadband architectures (Korki, Hosseinzadeh, Vu, Moazzeni, & Foh, 2011). Narrowband PLC frequency spectrum is from 3 to 148.5 KHz in Europe and can be above 500 KHz in the US. Its data rate is in Kbps over a maximum distance of 1 Km, (Katayama, Yamazato, & Okada, 2006). Broadband PLC has a wider spectrum spanning from 1 to 30 MHz, thus, 1-15 MHz for outdoor applications and 15-30 MHz for indoor applications. Its data rate is 300 Mbps, (Korki et al., 2011). Discrete multitone is a multicarrier modulation technique where a high speed serial data stream is divided into multiple parallel lower speed stream streams and modulated onto sub-carriers of different frequencies for transmission. Discrete multitone (DMT) is a method of separating a Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) signal so that the usable frequency range is separated into 256 frequency bands (or channels) of 4.3125 KHz each. DMT uses the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm for modulation and de-modulation. Dividing the frequency spectrum into multiple channels allows DMT to work better when AM radio transmitters are present. Within each channel, modulation uses quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM). By varying the number of bits per symbol within a channel, the modem can be rate-adaptive. Both G.DMT and G.Lite use DMT.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY:

[1]. The work of (Zahedpour, Feizi, Amini, Ferdosizadeh, & Marvasti, 2008) focused on removing additive impulse noise using the zeros in the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) domain. In this model, there is need for reconstruction of each impulsive noise, this is done with two information; location and amplitude of the impulsive noise. The method implemented is called Recursive Detection Estimation (RDE). This system consists of noise detector and signal estimator block. Detection was done based on difference of the...
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sample and the average of its neighbors. A non detection of a corrupt signal is considered a missed detection and it leads to a false alarm. So a binary mask is generated, zero, if impulsive noise is detected and one if otherwise. Iterative method on the other hand removes the impulsive noise by using the binary mask generated in the detection block and reproducing the original signal, this signal is reconstructed faster than noise. The half capacity (one fourth of the number of DFT zeros of the signal) had SNR improvement over the full capacity (half of the number of the DFT zeros of the signal) over different steps of RDE, when hard-limiting and low-pass processes were repeated in simulation as shown in figure 1.

Figure 1: Impulsive noise cancellation using hard-decision and simple detector (Zahedpour et al., 2008)

[2]. Two methods/apparatus were implemented by Ribeiro et al. (Ribeiro, Lopes, Romano, Member, & Duque, 2006) to model the transfer characteristics of the power line, these are bottom up and top down. The DMT symbol is then computed by passing the DMT transmitter vector through an N x N Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform (IDFT) matrix. The strategy implemented is a process intended at reducing signal noise power as this will increase the SNR of the system and thus increase the bit-rate capacity. The technique is a modified PLC-DMT, where a technique evolving from computational intelligence is used to mitigate the non-gaussian noise in the PLC. Multilayer Perception Neural Network (MLPNN) as a particular case of a computational intelligence, was used for the reduction of non-gaussian noise, this choice was due to the neural network's ability to learn nonlinear features from the data available and thus remove corrupted signal from the non-linear component. PLC-DMT shows that MLPNN successfully reduce the impulse noise at the output of the power line, yielding a background noise PSD of -120 dB/Hz, impulse noise PSD of -90 dB/Hz when the transmitting signal PSD is -70dB/Hz. The obtained simulation results reveals that MLPNN results in an SNR increase, with an improvement of 5 dB and figure 17 shows its bits rate improvement over the PLC-DMT. The method presents a complexity when compared with other computational techniques of optimization.

Figure 2: M-PLC-DMT and PLC-DMT performances in terms of the length of a shortening equalizer for PL channel (Ribeiro et al., 2006)

[3]. Various methods of time domain technique were adopted by different Authors to mitigate impulsive noise in PLC. A signal level limiter was implemented in Kim et al. (Y. Kim et al., 2008) to mitigate impulsive noise in coherent M-ary PSK and different MPSK of PL system. Signal level limiter, a simple non-linear function in the received time domain was carried out at three estimation scenarios, namely, least square, perfect channel and one-tap equalized channel estimations. The method achieved a 1 dB improvement in SNR (figure 3) over the one-tap equalization channel estimation, although the improvement is small.

Figure 3: Kim et al Impulsive noise mitigation result (Y. Kim et al., 2008)

Ndo et al. (Ndo et al., 2010) achieved a 2.9 dB and 5 dB SNR the two test scenarios considered, heavily and weakly disturbed respectively as shown in figure 6, using an automatic adaptive procedure of mitigation. This method involves the derivation of Bernoulli Gaussian (BG) noise parameters and clipping threshold updating according to the BG noise parameter value. The achievement recorded was with an increase in overhead in circuit complexity.

Figure 4: Ndo et al. Impulsive noise mitigation result (Ndo et al., 2010)

SYSTEM MODEL:
Power Line Communication (PLC) is a communication technology that enables sending data over existing power cables. This means that, with just power cables running to an electronic device (for example) one can both power it up and at the same time control/retrieve data from it in a half-duplex manner.
The complex baseband model for DMT-based PLC systems is shown in Figure 5.

**Figure 5: Block Diagram of proposed method**

At the transmitter, the generated bit stream \(b_k\) is mapped into complex symbols by quadrature amplitude modulation 4 (QAM4), and then modulated onto multiple carriers frequencies by DMT technique. The output of DMT in time domain is interleaved and cyclic prefix is added before transmitting over power line channel. At the receiver, Cyclic prefix is removed from received signal and then De-Interleaving is done, and then demodulated into original transmitted symbol, and finally it is de-mapped into complex number symbols.

**III. DATA ACQUISITION:**

Data acquisition and conversion systems are used to acquire analog signals from one or more sources and convert these signals into digital form for analysis or transmission by end devices such as digital computers, recorders, or communications networks.

Input data will be converted to corresponding binary bits to process further.

**QAM-4 Mapping**

As in many digital modulation schemes, the constellation diagram is useful for QAM. In QAM, the constellation points are usually arranged in a square grid with equal vertical and horizontal spacing, although other configurations are possible (e.g. Cross-QAM).

Since in digital telecommunications the data is usually binary, the number of points in the grid is usually a power of 2. In QAM Mapping we will convert the input data into complex number symbols.

**DMT:**

Discrete multi-tone (DMT) is a method of separating a Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) signal so that the usable frequency range is separated into 256 frequency bands (or channels) of 4.3125 KHz each. DMT uses the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm for modulation and demodulation. Dividing the frequency spectrum into multiple channels allows DMT to work better when AM radio transmitters are present. Within each channel, modulation uses quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM).

By varying the number of bits per symbol within a channel, the modem can be rate-adaptive. Advantage of DMT is that the carriers can be adjusted to different degrees in the transmission power. This makes it possible to compensate for the non-ideal frequency response of specific telephone lines.

**Interleaving**

Interleaving is used to convert convolutional codes from random error correctors to burst error correctors. The basic idea behind the use of interleaved codes is to jumble symbols at the receiver. This leads to randomization of bursts of received errors which are closely located and we can then apply the analysis for random channel. Thus, the main function performed by the interleaver at transmitter is to alter the input symbol sequence. At the receiver, the de-interleaver will alter the received sequence to get back the original unaltered sequence at the transmitter. Interleaving is done at the bit level after the bits come out of the encoder. It’s not really time or frequency domain, but bit domain. Later on these bits get mapped to constellation positions in the frequency domain, and then those constellation positions get mapped to one or more DMT symbols in the time domain. So an interleaved bit could end up getting displaced in both frequency and time potentially.

Impulsive noise in PLC can be modeled by using Middleton’s class a noise model. Two types of noise, background and impulsive noises are visible in this model. The background noise follows Gaussian distribution, while the impulsive noise is a noise that arrived according to Poisson distributed random sequence. Analysis of the effects from these noises on DMT-based PLC system shows that the background noise can be modeled as AWGN with zero mean and variance, and the impulsive noise is given by (K. S. Al-mawali, Sadik, Hussain, & System, 2009):

**Figure 6: Impulse Noise in PLC**

Impulsive noise is the noise that poses the most severe threat to digital signal in Power Line Communication system, as it comes in burst form, thus corrupting the digital signal transmission. Mitigating these
impulse noises will a great deal render the power line a more decent medium for broadband data transmission. This will enhance the acceptability of the medium, since it is easy to install and readily available.

**Impulsive noise Modeling**

Impulsive noise as described above poses the most severe threat to broadband signal transmitted on the power line network. This is so because the impulsive noise arrives randomly, spanning through microseconds to milliseconds, with a power spectral density (PSD) that is above the background noise. Owing to this characteristic, the impulsive noise has capacity to corrupt the signal being transmitted through power line network. Combating this noise in PLC will go a long way to achieving serenity of the power line used as its medium of propagation. Therefore, mitigating impulsive noise in PLC is a worthwhile activity.

**Noise Modeling Based On CSC**

In DMT PLC systems, null subcarriers are reserved and can be used for IN estimation because they only include noise information. Noise mitigation based on CSC attempts to recover IN from the information on null subcarriers. The interleaved received signal \( r \) can be \( x^n \) regarded as superposition of M sequences as \( x_\alpha \), with \( 0 < \alpha \leq M - 1 \). In light of (11), the interleaved received signal in the frequency domain can be expressed as

\[
\tilde{R}'(j\alpha) = \sum_{\alpha=0}^{M-1} X^\alpha(j\alpha) + \tilde{J}
\]

where \( \tilde{R}' \) represents the FFT of the interleaved received signal \( \hat{r} \). If \( \hat{f} \) remains unchanged, the jth element in each segment can be rewritten in matrix form in (3).

**Covariance Matrix Eigenvalue Decomposition (ED)**

When \( \tilde{f} \) is fixed, \( \tilde{R}'(j\tilde{f}) \) in (23) can be seen as all the collected signals on S antenna at timing \( \tilde{f} \). The covariance of the interleaved received signal at timing \( \tilde{f} \) will be calculated as

\[
C_{RR}(\tilde{f}) = B X(\tilde{f}) X(\tilde{f})^H \quad B = B C_{XX}(\tilde{f}) B^H
\]

Where \( CRR(f) = X(f) X(f)^H \) in (2) and \( X(f)^H \) denotes Hermitian operator. The expectation of \( CRR \) can be estimated as

\[
E\{C_{RR}\} = \frac{1}{J} \sum_{j=0}^{J-1} C_{RR}(j) = \frac{1}{J} B \left( \sum_{j=0}^{J-1} C_{XX}(j) \right) B^H,
\]

\[
.........(3)
\]

\[
E\{CRR\} = E\{CXX\} B H \quad ..........(4)
\]

\[
\tilde{E}\{\tilde{R}\} = \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{R}(0) \\
\tilde{R}(1) \\
\vdots \\
\tilde{R}(J-1)
\end{bmatrix} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 1 & \ldots & 1 \\
\epsilon^{j\frac{2\pi}{M}} & \epsilon^{j2\frac{2\pi}{M}} & \ldots & \epsilon^{j(M-1)\frac{2\pi}{M}} \\
\epsilon^{j\frac{2\pi}{M}} & \epsilon^{j\frac{2\pi}{M}+\frac{2\pi}{M}} & \ldots & \epsilon^{j(M-1)\frac{2\pi}{M}+\frac{2\pi}{M}} \\
\epsilon^{j\frac{2\pi}{M}} & \epsilon^{j\frac{2\pi}{M}+\frac{2\pi}{M}} & \ldots & \epsilon^{j(M-1)\frac{2\pi}{M}+\frac{2\pi}{M}}
\end{bmatrix} = \tilde{B} \tilde{X} (\tilde{f})
\]

\[
.........(5)
\]

\[
\tilde{C}_{XX}(j) = \begin{bmatrix}
\tilde{X}^0(j) & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \tilde{X}^1(j) & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \tilde{X}^{M-1}(j)
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
.........(6)
\]

The eigenvalues of \( E\{CRR\} \) are equal to those of \( E\{CXX\} \), as matrix B is a full rank matrix. After IN interleaving, the frequency spectrum of these interleaved IN sequences can be assumed to be independent, thus deriving

\[
E\{C_{XX}\} = \begin{bmatrix}
\delta_0 & 0 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & \delta_1 & 0 & 0 \\
0 & 0 & \delta_{M-1}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

\[
.........(7)
\]

\[
E\{CXX\} = \delta_0 \delta_1 \delta_{M-1}
n \quad ..........(8)
\]

Here we give an empirical threshold of 2 for selecting the main Eigen-values, differentiating from those of background noise. It implies that if the averaged power of interleaved sequence is higher than twice the power of background noise, it is detected as an IN interleaved sequence.

The estimated number of all the selected IN interleaved sequences is marked as \( p^\wedge \). We select the \( p^\wedge \) eigenvectors corresponding to the \( p^\wedge \) selected eigen-values to form the subspace matrix SIN. The estimation of \( p^\wedge \) was discussed theoretically [12], while it doesn’t perform well in our case because of fewer samples for estimation. Therefore, an empirical threshold is adopted based on statistics, which will be discussed in the simulation. In this step, we only determine the number of IN interleaved sequence and its projection space in the frequency domain. Next, we need to determine the concrete locations of these sequences.

**Frequency Estimation (\( \alpha \) Estimation)**

The IN projection of each IN interleaved sequence onto time domain with the obtained subspace suffers from minimal interferences from others. The frequency estimation function can be expressed in (9). Since the number of IN interleaved sequences has been determined as \( p^\wedge \), \( \alpha \) values corresponding to the \( p^\wedge \) largest function values will be detected, and the detected \( \alpha \) values are denoted as vector \( \alpha^\wedge \) of length \( p^\wedge \). Therefore, the corresponding locations of all detected IN interleaved sequences will contribute to the IN support.
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\[
f(\alpha) = \frac{1}{B(\alpha)^H (I - S_{IN}S_{IN}^H) B(\alpha)}, \quad \ldots (9)
\]

Where \( B(\alpha) \) refers to the \( H \)th column of matrix \( B \), and \( 0 \leq \alpha \leq M - 1 \).

**IN- estimation based on Least Squares**

According to the former discussion, once all the values of \( \hat{\alpha} \) IN interleaved sequences are selected as vector \( \hat{\alpha} \), (5) can be reduced as

\[
R'(\hat{j}) = B_p X_p(\hat{j}) \quad \ldots (10)
\]

Where \( 0 \leq j \leq j-1 \). Since all the elements of \( X_p(\hat{\alpha}) \) are recovered, we can deduce \( \hat{\alpha} \) with each estimated element in \( \alpha \). \( \hat{X}_p \) can be solved using LS method as

\[
X_p(\hat{j}) = (P^H B_p)^{-1} P^H R'(\hat{j}) \quad \ldots (20)
\]

Where \( 0 \leq j \leq j-1 \). Since all the elements of \( \hat{X}^p(\hat{\alpha}) \) are recovered, we can deduce \( \hat{X}^p \) with \( \alpha \) each estimated element in \( \alpha \). Therefore, each IN interleaved sequence is recovered in the time domain by inverse FFT of \( \hat{X}^p \).

**Experimental Result:**

The graph given below gives the outcome of our proposed method.

![Figure 7: PDF of Impulse Noise sequence correct detection versus threshold](image)

![Figure 8: Graph of Bit error ratio vs SNR of sent and received data.(Without Channel)](image)

![Figure 9: Graph of Bit error ratio vs SNR of sent and received data.(With Channel)](image)

**IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK**

In this paper, IN mitigation with interleaving based on CSC is proposed for IN support detection based on time domain interleaving, with IN bursts assumption. The LS algorithm is applied for IN estimation in the frequency domain. Besides, CSC with SBL based IN support detection is also investigated. The proposed CSC with LS method performs closely to SBL with higher INRs, while its performance degrades because of inaccurate IN support estimation with lower INR. Moreover, CSC with SBL holds advantages of CSC with LS algorithm and SBL method, performing best among three methods. It is also implemented with less computation overhead compared with SBL algorithm.
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